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All hail, fellow followers of the Quest.

We have not met before but, like you, I have been watching Tom’s adventures with a close eye. Do you know who I am? Have you heard of Taladon, the Master of the Beasts? I have returned — just in time for my son, Tom, to save me from a fate worse than death. The evil wizard, Malvel, has stolen something precious from me and until Tom is able to complete another Quest, I cannot be returned to full life. I must wait between worlds, neither human nor ghost. I am half the man I once was and only Tom can return me to my former glory.

Will Tom have the strength of heart to help his father? Another Quest can test even the most determined hero. And there may be a heavy price for my son to pay if he defeats six more Beasts….

All I can do is hope — that Tom is successful. Will you put your power behind Tom and wish him well? I know I can count on my son — can I count on you, too? Not a moment can be wasted. As this latest Quest unfolds, much rides on it. We must all be brave.

Taladon
THE CAVE WAS STUFFY AND AIRLESS, AND THE way ahead was blocked by a wall of stone. Fren tapped his cousin Bly on the shoulder. “It’s a dead end,” he said. “We should leave.”

“We must find coal,” Bly replied. “Winter will soon be upon us, and I won’t have my family going cold.” He held his small, flaming torch aloft as he tapped at the wall with his pickax. “It’s hollow.” Bly smiled. “We can smash our way through.”

“We’d be crossing over to the Forbidden Land,” said Fren fearfully.

Bly snorted. “I don’t believe those stories about the Forbidden Land!” He slipped his torch into a crevice in the cave’s wall. “Besides, there might be coal on the other side.”

Bly hacked at the wall and Fren helped, despite his own fears. He and Bly swung their pickaxes with matching grunts that echoed off the cave walls like flung pebbles.

Within moments, they were on the other side.

Fren picked up Bly’s torch and cast light over the new area. “Still no coal!” he growled.

Bly opened his mouth to reply, but his voice was drowned out by a fearsome thudding sound that made the ground vibrate beneath their feet.

“We should leave!” Fren shouted as the thudding got louder.
There was a familiar rhythm to it now.

*Footsteps.*

From out of the shadows came a creature more terrifying than anything Fren had ever laid eyes on. The Beast wasn’t much taller than a man, but was five times as wide, and his shoulders scraped along the cave walls.

Fren recognized the creature, but only from old stories he had thought were fantasy. “A troll!” he cried, stumbling backward as the Beast pounded toward them, his yellow teeth bared. Fren could see that the troll’s hands were the size of large shovels, and that the fingers on his right hand had long, jagged yellow nails. “Run!” he shouted to Bly.

But Bly did not move. “This wretched Beast won’t stop me from finding coal,” he yelled back, raising his pickax.

The troll bore down on Bly, his heavy feet leaving deep craters in the ground with every step. By the light of the torch, Fren could see the Beast’s large drooping ears and sunken eyes, pushed to the edges of his face by a wide nose that appeared to quiver as the Beast sniffed the air.

Bly gave a roar and charged straight at the hideous creature.

The Beast met him head-on and swiped his right arm, slashing at Bly with his sharp nails.

Fren screamed a warning, but Bly made no sound at all — instead, he stood completely still. Fren gave a wail of fear and despair as he saw his cousin’s skin darken to the color of slate, and his body become stiff. Bly had been turned to stone!

With a sob, Fren fled back toward the mouth of the cave. Behind him, he could hear thudding footsteps and eager sniffing, telling him that the troll was close.

He heard a *whoosh* behind him as the Beast swiped down with his claw again.

Fren felt no pain as his body went still. There was only the cold, before every thing went dark.
CHAPTER ONE

ESCAPING THE DEAD JUNGLE

“ALMOST THERE!” SAID TOM, AS HE SWUNG his sword at the last section of wild overgrowth blocking their path out of the Forbidden Land’s Dead Jungle.

“Great,” said Elenna, as she led Tom’s stallion, Storm, out onto the flat grassland. “I thought we’d never get out.”

Storm whinnied in delight. Close behind, Elenna’s pet wolf, Silver, yelped and ran around in wide circles.

Tom laughed and sheathed his sword. “I think they’re happy they can stretch their legs again!”

“Although, to be fair, this place isn’t exactly cheery,” said Elenna, looking around at the dead grassland that stretched as far as the eye could see. “I never knew that anywhere in Avantia could look so dead and depressing.”

“Me, neither,” said Tom, thinking of the beauty of the rest of the kingdom and how the Dark Wizard, Malvel, had tried more than once to destroy it. It was because of Malvel that Tom was on his current Quest. The Dark Wizard had turned Tom’s father, Taladon, into a ghost, and Tom had to find the six pieces of the
Amulet of Avantia to make his father flesh and blood again. Malvel had scattered the broken pieces of the amulet around the kingdom’s Forbidden Land, where they were guarded by six Ghost Beasts — evil creatures who could switch from real to ghostly form in an instant.

Tom had already defeated two of them and retrieved two pieces of the amulet. He vowed to overcome the next four Beasts as well — though he would have to do so without some of the magical powers he possessed.

On his previous Quests, he had retrieved all six pieces of Avantia’s golden armor. Each piece had given him a different power, although Tom didn’t need to be wearing the armor to use them.

But the armor did not belong to him. It belonged to his father. And now, every time Tom recovered a piece of the amulet, one of the armor’s magical powers returned to Taladon.

Tom frowned as a feeling of disquiet spread through him. He had already lost the powers granted him by the golden boots and the golden gauntlets. It appeared that he was losing his powers in the reverse order to which he had gained them. Therefore, if he succeeded in defeating the next Ghost Beast, Rashouk the Cave Troll, he would probably lose the power of the leg armor and would no longer have his increased speed.

“Which way shall we ride?” asked Elenna, snapping Tom out of his thoughts.

“Map!” he commanded, stretching out a hand.

The air shimmered as a ghostly map appeared before his eyes. It was a gift from Aduro, the good wizard, to help them navigate the Forbidden Land.

Elenna joined him to study the map. “Look,” she said, pointing at some mountains in the east called the Dead Peaks. “Didn’t your father say we’d find Rashouk there?”

Tom nodded. He wondered how it would be to do battle with Rashouk now that he’d lost two of his powers.

“Are you all right?” asked Elenna, as the ghostly map
evaporated. “You look worried.”

“I’m fine,” Tom insisted.

Elenna nimbly swung herself into Storm’s saddle. Just ahead, Silver scratched at the ground impatiently. The clever wolf knew that they would soon be racing across the grassland at full speed.

“Do you want the reins?” Elenna asked.

Tom shook his head. “You ride. I’ll run,” he told her. “I should make use of the leg armor’s powers while I still can.”

Elenna clicked her tongue, and Storm set off at a gallop. Silver ran alongside.

Tom took a deep breath and ran after his friends. Thanks to the magic he possessed, he caught up in moments. He was going to miss this power a lot — he loved the way he could look down at his own feet and barely see them because they were a fast-moving blur.

“I think Storm’s tiring,” Elenna called, after they’d covered a good distance.

“Let’s give him a rest,” said Tom, slowing down.

They came to a stop by a dense copse of trees. The branches were as black as coal, and no leaves were growing on them. Silence hung heavily all around. As Elenna dismounted, Storm lowered his head to nibble at the grass. His nostrils flared and he pulled away immediately. The grass was coated in mold.

“Sorry, boy,” said Tom, as his horse snorted in disgust. “Nothing for you to eat here. Not in this place.”

Storm nuzzled Tom’s neck. Elenna ruffled Silver’s fur, making a bit more fuss over her pet wolf than usual.

She looked around. “Can anything actually live in a place like this?”

As if in answer, footsteps disrupted the silence like claps of thunder. Storm started, and Tom had to grasp his reins to keep the stallion from bolting.

Elenna jumped to her feet and ran to Tom’s side. “It must be Rashouk!”
“IF IT IS,” SAID TOM, “FOR A CAVE TROLL, HE’S come very far out of his cave.”

The footsteps grew louder and, looking ahead, Tom saw a large creature charging toward them out of the trees. It had shaggy brown fur and a long snout filled with misshapen yellow teeth.

“A bear!” Elenna gasped, and Silver yelped furiously, showing his fangs.

Tom held tightly to the reins as Storm tried to pull away. As the creature got closer, he could see the outline of its rib cage through the thin, matted fur, and that strings of saliva dangled from its mouth. The bear was ravenous, and Tom and his friends were its prey.

Tom gave Storm’s reins to Elenna and drew his sword, preparing for battle. He could not let this creature come between him and his Quest.

“Stay back,” he called to Elenna, as he stepped into the path of the bear. It may not have been one of Malvel’s Beasts, but it was still twice as big as Tom, with cruel claws and jagged teeth that
looked sharp enough to crunch through bone.

Tom’s hand tightened around his sword as the bear got closer. His palm was uncomfortably sweaty. *The golden gauntlets made me a great swordsman*, he thought. *But I don’t have them anymore!* He shook his head as if trying to empty it of his worries.

The bear was upon him now and it let out a deafening roar, blasting a jet of rancid breath that blew Tom’s hair back.

*What if I’ve become too reliant on magic?* Sweat trickled into Tom’s eyes and the sword hilt felt slippery in his grasp. *What if I’m not good enough when I’m just me?*
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The bear raised its mighty clawed paws and Tom realized that his hesitation had cost him dearly — there was no time to defend himself!

A gust of air whistled past Tom’s ear, and he saw an arrow hit the bear’s shoulder. The animal roared in pain, before stamping a path back to the cover of the trees.
Elenna appeared by Tom’s side, her bow ready to fire another shot. But the bear had disappeared.

Tom dug his sword into the ground and leaned on the hilt before taking in a deep, calming breath.

“That bear was going to eat you alive,” said Elenna, lowering her bow, “and you didn’t even move!”

Tom turned, seeing her frown at him with concern. “I froze,” he admitted. “I wasn’t sure I could defeat the bear without my powers.”

Elenna looked at him in amazement. “That’s the silliest thing I’ve ever heard. You were brave long before you won those powers.”

“I wish I could stop doubting myself,” he said, turning away from her. “This is my most important Quest … and I’m not sure I can do it!”

“TOM!” Elenna screamed from behind him.

He spun on his heel, sword raised. He had only one thought — *The bear is back*. A tree branch spun through the air, heading straight for his head. Tom raised his sword and sliced through it. The two pieces fell to the ground.

Tom lowered his sword and looked over at Elenna, who was rubbing earth and bark from her hands.

“Did you throw that?” Tom asked in confusion.

His friend smiled and nodded. “You may have lost some of your powers,” she said, “but that doesn’t mean you’re suddenly a bad swordsman.”

Tom found himself smiling in return. “You’re right,” he said, sheathing his blade. “I *can* do this.”

Elenna headed back to Storm and swung herself into the stallion’s saddle. “No,” she said, a twinkle in her eye. “*We* can do this.”

Tom laughed as Elenna clicked her tongue, getting Storm going again. Silver followed eagerly and Tom ran alongside them as they all headed around the copse of trees toward the Dead Peaks.
Tom felt a swell of pride in his chest — Elenna was far more important to him than any power he could win or lose. He wouldn’t trade her friendship for all the magic in Avantia.

But there was a big difference between a flying branch and an evil Beast. Tom knew big challenges awaited him.

“While there’s blood in my veins,” he muttered to himself, “I’ll meet them and defeat the Beast!”
“I THINK WE’VE ARRIVED,” SAID ELENNA, bringing Storm to a
halt as they came to a narrow path that led up to a mountain
range.

Tom nodded as he took in the Dead Peaks, which were the
color of day-old ash. They were so tall, they disappeared among
the dark clouds in the sky.

“It’s too dangerous to ride Storm on this narrow path,” Elenna
continued, dismounting.

“Yes, let’s lead him up instead,” said Tom. They started
climbing the winding path. The higher they went, the narrower
the path became, and they were forced to take the trail more
slowly. The dark clouds hung low, and soon heavy rain began to
pelt down, slowing them even more.

Tom frowned. “At the moment, we’re easy targets. We have no
idea what could be around the next bend, and the path is so
narrow it would be hard for us to retreat. Rashouk has the
tactical advantage.”

Elenna pushed her wet hair out of her face. “But there’s
nothing we can do about that. What choice do we have but to push on?"

Tom shook his head. “There is one of us who can handle these paths with ease” — he looked at Silver — “by sniffing out danger and warning the rest of us.”

Silver stepped forward as if he knew Tom was talking about him.

Elenna ruffled the fur at the wolf’s neck. “Go ahead, boy,” she said.

Silver seemed to understand as he darted forward and disappeared around a tight bend in the path.

Tom looked back at Elenna. “We still have to tread carefully, for Storm’s sake.”

They made their way slowly, following the wolf’s paw marks on the damp path. Silver howled excitedly up ahead. Tom felt his pulse quicken — it seemed like Silver was on the Beast’s trail! The cave troll must be close.

“I hope we don’t need to climb much higher,” Elenna shouted over the driving rain. “Storm isn’t happy.”

Tom looked back and saw that Storm was taking crisscrossed steps to stay on the road. The stallion’s flanks were slick with sweat and his nostrils flared as he struggled to control his panic at the sound of thunder rumbling above them.

“All we know is that Rashouk lives somewhere on this mountain,” Tom said. “Either Silver will find him, or we will find his lair — he’s a cave troll, after all, so his home must be a cave!”

Elenna nodded in agreement, her cheeks pinched with cold.

They turned a corner, coming upon Silver, who was sniffing desperately at the earth. If there was a trail, it had gone cold. The path had widened out to a small plateau, but there was no sign of the Beast.

“What shall we do?” asked Elenna.

Tom squinted to see through the rain and mist that swirled around them. There was nothing but mountain rock and empty
air. The rain chilled him to the bone, and he could see that Elenna was shivering with cold.

Suddenly, up ahead, Tom saw something that made him smile with relief.

“There,” he said, pointing at an outcrop not far up the path. “That should give us some shelter while we wait for the rain to stop.”

Elenna gently urged Storm forward again, and Tom and Silver followed.

Beneath the outcrop, a mangy mountain goat stood. Tom knelt down and placed a hand on Silver’s neck — he didn’t want Elenna’s wolf to startle the poor goat by running at it.

“He must be the only living thing up here,” Elenna commented.

“Apart from the Beast,” Tom replied grimly.

They scrambled under the outcrop. It extended quite far out from the mountainside, but it wasn’t very wide.

Tom looked more closely at the goat. It was obviously scared, but not of them. Its eyes were wide as it glanced left and right. The goat was keeping an eye out for something.

The Beast?

“Elenna, do you think the goat has seen Rashouk?” Tom asked, still staring at the scared animal.

Elenna didn’t reply.

He turned the corner and saw only rain and mist. His friend was gone! Had Rashouk gotten her?

There was suddenly a loud sound, like rocks crashing to the ground. It came from farther up the path, around the next bend.

“Elenna?” Tom yelled, running toward the sound. Up ahead, he could just about see what looked like a cave, which seemed to lead deep into the mountains. Beside its entrance, rocks were tumbling down. It was a landslide.

“Tom … I’m in the cave!” Elenna’s voice echoed.

Tom could see now that Elenna was standing just inside the
cave’s mouth. He hurried toward her, dodging the avalanche of rocks.

“I had to take shelter in here because of the landslide,” Elenna explained.

Tom took her arm. “We can’t stay here,” he said urgently. “Rashouk is a cave troll. This must be his home. That’s why the goat has chosen to stay outside and get soaked rather than come in here.”

As if in answer, a howling wind swept toward them, cutting through the sheet of rain outside. On the wind was a voice, now maddeningly familiar to Tom’s ears. Malvel.

The Dark Wizard said only three words.

“Rashouk is coming.”
CHAPTER FOUR

RASHOUK!

ELLENA STARED AT TOM FEARFULLY AS MALVEL’S voice died away.

“Look,” he said reassuringly, pointing out of the cave. “The landslide has stopped. You’d better get Storm and Silver. Rashouk is coming and we must be ready.”

Elenna nodded and ran around the bend toward the outcrop.

Tom turned back to the cave. Harnessing the magic of the golden helmet, which gave him super-sight, he looked deep into the cave, right up to where the light from outside gave way to pure darkness.

The uneven walls were slimy and crisscrossed with moss-filled cracks and wide dents. Tom wondered if these dents were caused by Rashouk’s fist. Looking up, he could see ledges that jutted out of the rock face, hanging over the ground like the balconies at King Hugo’s castle.

Tom’s heart quickened. Perched on one ledge was a small, silver object with a patch of blue enamel at its edge, glinting in the faint light.
“The amulet piece!” he gasped.

“What are you waiting for?” Elenna’s voice asked from behind him. Tom turned and saw her with Storm and Silver. They joined him at the foot of the wall. “Go and get it!”

Tom hesitated. “What if it’s a trap?”

“If it’s a trap, we’ll fight our way out,” said Elenna, unhooking her bow and arrow. “Like we always do.”

Tom nodded. “Keep watch for Rashouk,” he said. “Warn me if you see anything strange in the shadows.”

He turned back to the cave wall. If he’d still had the power of the golden boots, he could have jumped to the ledge in a single leap.

Tom clenched his fists determinedly. “I’ll just have to do it the old-fashioned way,” he muttered and started climbing, slipping his fingers into the moss-filled cracks to pull himself up.

“Hurry, Tom,” Elenna hissed, “before Rashouk comes back.”

Tom pushed on. The cracks and crevices were getting more slippery and dangerous the higher he went. Concentrate, he told himself. You’re almost there.

With one last heave, Tom pulled himself up onto the ledge, feeling a thrill of triumph. He had made it — the third piece of the amulet was in reach, and there was still no sign of Rashouk.

“Silver, be still.” Down below, Elenna was hissing at her wolf. Tom could hear Silver growling. He knew what that meant.

*The Beast is near.*

He grabbed the amulet piece, feeling a tingle of energy pulse through his hand. The other two pieces of amulet that hung from the leather strap around his neck seemed to vibrate. It was as though the first two fragments knew that another piece had been found. Tom shoved the third amulet section into a pocket in his jerkin.

All around him, the walls began to tremble and he could hear a thudding sound. *Thud, thud, thud.* Thin clouds of dust dropped from the roof.
Tom drew his sword and perched on the ledge, looking down at his friends. He knew something large and terrible was coming, and he got ready to protect them. Elenna, bow and arrow ready, walked in narrow circles, prepared for the Beast to attack from any direction. Silver walked in step with her, while Storm hovered nervously by the cave’s mouth.

Tom’s eyes searched the cave. The thudding was getting louder. But there was still no sign of Rashouk.

Tom’s eyes met Elenna’s, and she looked up at him questioningly.

“I can’t see him,” he hissed. “I’m coming down.”

Elenna’s face froze in fear. She was looking past Tom now, at the cave’s roof. “Behind you!” she cried.

Tom followed her gaze and felt his heart stop for a moment. Rashouk the Cave Troll hung from two stubby stalactites as if they were vines, his wide, clawed feet dangling from short, muscular legs. He moved across the cave’s roof like a monkey, from stalactite to stalactite. His gray eyes glimmered with evil delight as he came to a stop, hanging right above Elenna, who aimed her bow at him and shot upward. However, as she did so, Rashouk took his ghostly form, and the arrow passed right through him.

Tom slid desperately down the wall, stabbing his fingers into cracks to keep himself from falling, his forearms scraping against the rough rock. He could hear the Beast’s low laughter echoing throughout the cave as the troll took his solid form once again. The Beast then let go of the stalactites and dropped down on Elenna.
“Move!” Tom yelled, almost losing his grip.

Elenna dove out of the way, just as Rashouk fell to the ground. The troll landed so heavily that the entire mountain shook.

“No!” Tom exclaimed as his hand slipped out of the crack where he was clinging. He fell, desperately scrabbling for a handhold, but finding nothing.

“Tom!” he heard Elenna shout. “Use the tear!”

He reached for his shield, which held the tear from Cypher the Mountain Giant that would protect him from dangerous falls, but it was all happening too quickly.

Crash!

Tom hit the ground. Fierce, hot pain shot up his leg. His right ankle felt like it had shattered into a thousand pieces.

Tom slapped his own face twice to stop himself from passing out. Elenna ran to his side, standing over him protectively and firing arrows at the Beast, while Silver stood at her ankles,
growling at Rashouk.

But the cave troll didn’t even bother to take his ghostly form and simply batted the arrows aside. His gray eyes gleamed with dark joy as he drew himself up to his full height.

Tom got to his feet, putting all his weight on his uninjured leg. He drew his sword. Rashouk roared and charged toward him, sweeping Elenna and Silver aside with one massive arm. They were sent flying through the air, before hitting a wall and landing in a crumpled heap by the cave’s mouth, where Storm was standing. Tom roared in rage, but then felt a surge of relief as he registered the rise and fall of Elenna’s and Silver’s chests. They were alive.

As Tom raised his sword to do battle with the Beast, Storm gave a high-pitched whinny, reared up on his back legs, and galloped at Rashouk. The cave troll turned to meet him and leaped onto Storm’s back, clasping his hands around the stallion’s throat. Storm bucked wildly, trying to throw Rashouk off, his eyes rolling with fear.

Tom felt a sharp stab of panic as he noticed the Beast’s massive, shovel-like hands. Both ended in wicked-looking yellow claws, and those on his right hand were viciously long. They looked sharp enough to take off Storm’s head.

The Beast was sniffing the frightened horse now, laughing wildly as he did so.

Tom hobbled forward as fast as he could. But how could he defeat this Beast while one of his legs was injured? Rashouk raised his right hand, ready to swipe at Storm with his deadly claws, and Tom forgot his fears and doubts.

He dove toward the troll.
CHAPTER FIVE

BATTLING THE TROLL

Tom grabbed Rashouk’s mighty arm at the wrist and, using his magical strength, dragged the Beast off Storm. As the stallion bolted toward the cave mouth, Tom gave a cry of pure rage and flung Rashouk at the wall. But the Beast turned his body and landed nimbly on his feet, like a cat.

Rashouk punched the ground, sending fierce tremors through the floor, which made Tom’s injured ankle feel even worse. Black spots danced in front of his eyes as the pain threatened to overwhelm him. Tom knew that he would have to find extra reserves of strength if he was to have any chance of defeating this Beast.

“Watch out for Rashouk’s claws, Tom,” said Elenna, who had Silver at her side. She stood at the mouth of the cave, holding on to Storm’s reins. Her voice was thin, as if she was in pain. Tom vowed to make the Beast pay for hurting her.

The cave troll swiped his right hand down. Just in time, Tom pulled back, and the sharp, jagged nails flew past his face in a yellow blur.

Rashouk was sniffing the air again. Tom could see the thick,
coarse hairs inside the Beast’s nostrils quivering as he took in deep breaths. What was the troll sniffing for?

Rashouk took two lurching steps toward him. Tom sprang back and then to the left, changing his angle of attack. Rashouk’s eyes still faced forward briefly, before he once again sniffed the air and turned to face Tom.

*He needs to smell me,* Tom thought. *His sense of smell is stronger than his eyesight.*

Rashouk let out a loud roar that made the cave shake again. Tom stood his ground, trying to ignore the fiery pain in his ankle. The Beast stalked toward him. Tom backed up but kept his sword high and his eyes locked with the Beast’s.

He was determined to show no fear. He would not give Rashouk the satisfaction.

“Tom!” he heard Elenna calling from behind him. “You’re almost at the cave mouth. Be careful where you step!”

Tom felt no fear — only excitement. If the cave mouth was close, maybe he could somehow lure the Beast out onto the narrow path and over the mountain’s edge. Not even a Beast could survive that fall.

“Follow me,” he said to the troll. “I dare you!”

Tom took a step backward and Rashouk followed. Tom bit his lip to stop himself from smiling. The Beast was going to fall for his trick.

“That’s it,” he said, taking two more steps back. “Come this way....”

Rashouk’s face was tight with rage. His yellow teeth were bared and his gray eyes narrowed.

Tom looked over his shoulder at Elenna, who stood by the cave mouth with Silver and Storm. The rain still pelted down behind them. “Be ready to get out of the way. I’m going to force the Beast off the mountain’s edge,” Tom said.

“You’re just five steps away,” she replied. “Be careful!”

“Don’t worry about me,” he said, turning to face Rashouk
again. “If I fall, I can use my shield. This Beast won’t be so lu —”

There was a flash of lightning, and for a single second, Rashouk’s whole face lit up. His skin looked almost white in the fierce light. The Beast roared, covered his face with both hands, and stumbled backward.

“He doesn’t like the light!” Elenna called out. “It hurts him!”

Hope flooded Tom’s chest. The lightning may have interrupted his original plan, but he could use it to his advantage. He barely felt the pain in his damaged ankle as he charged at Rashouk, who was still staggering backward blindly.

Tom dove at the troll, sliding along the rocky ground. As he passed through the Beast’s legs, he swung his sword out. Rashouk’s skin was thick and tough, and Tom had to use all his strength to make a deep cut.

The Beast bellowed in agony as thick, green blood seeped from the wound in his calf. With a snarl, Rashouk kicked out with his injured leg and sent Tom spinning through the air.

“Not again!” Tom vowed, unhooking his shield. The mountain giant’s tear embedded in it guided him safely to the ground.

Tom turned to fight the Beast once more but saw Rashouk fleeing back into the shadows in the depths of the cave.

He started to hobble after the troll.

“Tom, help!”

It was Elenna.

Tom turned back toward the cave entrance. Elenna still had hold of Storm’s reins, but the stallion bucked and spun in wild circles, dragging her with him. More flashes of lightning were cutting through the dark sky outside, followed by loud claps of thunder. The terrible noise was whipping the exhausted horse into a frenzy of fear.

Tom limped over as quickly as he could. “Easy,” he said to Storm in a low voice. “You’re safe now.”

His voice seemed to do the trick. Storm stopped bucking, though he still walked in swift, ragged circles, his head thrashing
from side to side. It made Tom’s heart ache to see his loyal horse so confused and afraid.

He slowly reached out his hand and took a firm grip of Storm’s reins, looping them around his wrist. “That’s it,” he said soothingly. “Settle.”

Storm began to calm down. The cave was almost silent now — not even Rashouk’s footsteps could be heard. The Beast was either too far away, or had found a place to nurse his wound before the next battle.

And there would certainly be a next battle.

And Tom would be ready.

The sky outside the cave was suddenly lit up with lightning again. It was immediately followed by a clap of thunder so deafeningly loud that it made Tom and Elenna jump.

Storm bolted.

Tom was swept off his feet as the stallion galloped toward the cave’s entrance. Storm’s reins were knotted around his wrists! He felt his head slam against a rock in the cave’s wall and warm blood trickle down his neck. His body bounced and cracked against the cave’s floor as he was dragged after the stallion. Tom tried to pull on the reins, but it was no good — Storm continued his mad flight. They emerged out onto the narrow mountain path and headed back toward the outcrop. Still Storm wouldn’t slow.

Beyond the path lay open space — and they were hurtling toward it…. Toward their deaths.
USING HIS REMAINING STRENGTH, TOM REACHED up to put his free arm around Storm’s neck as he heaved himself into the saddle. The darkened skyline rushed toward him at great speed. Any moment now, he and his horse would tumble over the side of the mountain and into that endless drop. Tom gripped the reins with both hands, pulling on them harder than he ever had before. Storm’s head was wrenched back and his front hooves lifted high off the ground. With a second tug, Tom turned the stallion to the right, where his front hooves landed safely on the rocky mountain path.

Tom managed to free his hands from the reins and hugged Storm’s neck. He could hear a quick, rhythmic pounding and couldn’t tell if it was the thumping of his own heart or Storm’s.

“Good boy,” Tom whispered, stroking the stallion’s mane. “You did well.”

He looked back at the cave and saw Elenna running toward them, followed by Silver.

“Are you hurt?” Elenna called.
“Nothing that can’t be dealt with,” said Tom, the pain in his ankle returning with a vengeance. He heard a bleating sound from farther down the path. The mountain goat they had seen earlier trotted up and looked at them with a curious expression that made Tom laugh.

“What shall we do?” asked Elenna as Tom dismounted.

“We need to stay close to the mouth of the cave,” he replied, sitting down. “You saw how Rashouk reacted to the lightning. He doesn’t like the light, so we have an advantage if we stay here.”

Tom felt his injured ankle. Even touching it created waves of pain that made him grit his teeth.

Elenna sat down beside him. “That Beast was horrible, Tom,” she said. “The ugliest ever. I could practically smell the fear coming off Storm and Silver when they first saw him.”

Tom’s head shot up. Smell …

“That’s it!” he said, remembering the way Rashouk sniffed at Storm’s neck and laughed while he did so. “Rashouk smelled Storm’s fear. That’s how he tracks down his prey in the dark.”

Elenna nodded. “That makes sense. Fear must have been coming off all of us.”

“Well, now we know how we can get close enough to defeat him. We’ll not be afraid of Rashouk the next time we fight him.” Tom undid the jeweled belt he wore around his waist. He had earned the jewels on a previous Quest, and one of them in particular was going to be of great use to him now.

“Is it broken?” Elenna asked, pointing at his damaged ankle.

“Not for much longer.” Tom smiled grimly as he plucked the emerald from the belt. It had the power to heal broken bones. He’d wanted to use it earlier, but he knew that it could take a little while to work, so he hadn’t been able to during the battle. He placed the jewel against his ankle and concentrated. Ripples of energy wrapped around the broken bones, knitting them back together.

The magic was working.

“This Quest will be much easier on two legs,” he said, putting
the jeweled belt back around his waist. Standing up, he and Elenna guided Storm and Silver back to the mouth of the cave.

Elenna looked at Tom and pointed to his head, which had been cut open when he hit the wall as Storm bolted. “You should probably fix that. You need to be completely healed if you’re going to take on Rashouk again.”

“Right,” said Tom. He took Epos the Winged Flame’s feather from his shield and placed it against his temple. He felt the cut begin to close up. “I forgot I’d been knocked senseless a minute ago.”

“How could you tell the difference?” Elenna joked.

Tom laughed and they gazed out beyond the mouth of the cave.

“The storm’s fading,” Elenna said after a moment. “We might not be able to use the lightning as a distraction.”

“Then we’ll just have to find another way to defeat the Beast. Won’t we?”

Elenna smiled at him. “Of course! I’m glad we’ve finished half of our Quest and already have the amulet piece.”

“Oh yes,” Tom said, “I almost forgot.”

“Are you sure your head’s fixed?” Elenna teased.

Tom grinned and felt a thrill of excitement shoot through him as he reached for the amulet piece in his pocket. Elenna was right — they were halfway to completing this Quest.

He rummaged in his pocket and found … nothing. All he could feel was his own leg beneath his clothes.

Panic made his chest tighten. “It’s gone!”
CHAPTER SEVEN

THE SMELL OF FEAR

“It MUST HAVE FALLEN OUT WHILE YOU BATTLED Rashouk,” said Elenna despairingly. “We have to find it!”

“There’s no time,” Tom replied firmly. “The amulet piece is here somewhere — but right now, there’s a Beast that needs to be defeated and we have to be ready.”

Elenna’s face clouded with concern. “But … we don’t have a plan.”

“Let’s think about what we know,” Tom said, pacing outside the cave. “We know that Rashouk prefers darkness to light.”

Elenna nodded. “So we have to lure him out of the shadows and into the light — he’ll be weaker then.”

“Yes,” Tom agreed. “We also know he can smell fear. That he loves the smell of it. Maybe we can use our own scents to lead him out of the cave?”

“Maybe,” said Elenna, looking over at Storm and Silver, who stood quietly by the cave mouth. “But Storm and Silver have calmed down. So have we. We can’t fake fear … can we? How can we make ourselves smell scared?”
Tom stopped pacing as he thought hard. How were they going to pull this off?

Outside, the rain was easing up, and the clouds were clearing. Slivers of sunshine glimmered through the misty sky. It might not be lightning, but it was still light, and a potential weapon they could use.

*But how to get the cave troll to leave his lair?* Tom asked himself. No solution came to him and reality began to intrude. He heard the howling wind that circled the mountains.

And the bleating of the mangy mountain goat.

*That’s it!* Tom thought to himself.

Elenna grinned. “Do you have an idea?”

Tom smiled. “The goat,” he said, walking out of the cave. “If we can somehow use his scent, we can trick Rashouk into coming all the way out here.”

Tom looked down at the ground. For his plan to work they needed more than just the goat’s scent; they needed something to disguise their own smells, so that they wouldn’t dilute the goat’s scent of fear. He heard Elenna follow him onto the path. Storm and Silver started to trail after them, but Tom turned around and pointed at the ground. “Stay here,” he said. “We’re not going far.”

Their four-legged companions seemed to understand. Storm stood proud and calm, while Silver lay on his belly — watching them closely.

“What are you looking for?” Elenna asked Tom.

“Something to cover our scents,” he replied. “The goat’s smell of fear has to be strong enough to lure Rashouk out of the cave and into the light, where he will be at his weakest. We can’t afford to cover the goat’s smell of fear with our own scents.”

Elenna’s nose crinkled in disgust. “I don’t know about this.”

“It’s the only way,” said Tom, scanning the ground again.

He heard Elenna’s footsteps pause.

“Will this do?” she asked.
Tom looked up, just in time to see a handful of mud hit him squarely in the chest. Elenna was grinning at him.

Tom rubbed the mud into his clothes. “It’s a start,” he told her.

Soon, Tom and Elenna were not only throwing mud, but also crunching up some pungent-smelling leaves growing nearby and rubbing them all over their bodies.

“Let’s hope this works,” Tom said as they finished. He went to the goat, which was back beneath the outcrop. Tom approached as slowly and gently as he could. The goat didn’t bolt. It simply kept its eyes on Tom with the same curious expression as before.

“I won’t hurt you,” said Tom, as he got closer. “I promise.”

As firmly as he could, Tom took the goat by the flank and pulled it toward the cave mouth. The goat resisted, twisting its neck and trying to nip at Tom.

Tom was surprised by how strong the goat was — but its struggles showed that the wiry animal was afraid. And if it was
afraid, then it was giving off a scent that would lure the cave troll from his lair.

“I hope this is enough to draw Rashouk out,” said Tom. He kept a hand on the goat’s neck. The animal had stopped struggling, but its eyes were still fearful.

Tom and Elenna stood side by side, facing the shadows. Storm and Silver stood just outside the cave. Tom hoped the scent of the goat’s fear was curling through the air, deep into the cave, luring Rashouk from his hiding place.

He heard thudding footsteps. The sound startled both Storm and Silver, who inched farther back. Tom glanced at Elenna, whose jaw was set in a determined line.

The cave troll was coming back.

“This time we’re ready,” Tom muttered, as Elenna reached for her bow and arrow.

It was time to defeat evil.
CHAPTER EIGHT

A NASTY SURPRISE

The footsteps stopped and started. Every time they paused, Tom could hear a frantic sniffing sound.

Rashouk was following his nose — all the way to the mouth of the cave.

“Come on,” Tom whispered. “Come out to where we can fight you.”

With a rasping roar, Rashouk tore through the shadows of the inner cave. Small rocks covered his bristly skin. The sharp fingernails of his right hand scraped along the walls, sending clouds of dust drifting through the air. Closer and closer he came, not seeming to care that he was headed toward the light outside.

Tom felt a quiver of excitement. His plan was working! Any second now, the cave troll would step into the light and be blinded.

“Get ready,” he told Elenna.

But as Rashouk got closer to the cave’s mouth, he did not reel back in pain from the light. He just kept coming forward. Tom’s excitement was replaced by confusion. How could this be? He
looked up. Dark, heavy clouds had filled the sky beyond the cave. Swirls of damp fog blocked out the golden light of the sun.

He turned back to Rashouk. The Beast’s nostrils quivered and flared as he sniffed the air. His fearsome gray eyes shone with glee as he stalked forward, swiping at the air with his razor-sharp claws.

Tom looked at Elenna hastily. “When I say ‘now,’ jump out of the way.”

The Beast raised his deadly claw.

“Now!” said Tom.

Elenna leaped to her right as Rashouk’s clawed hand came down. Tom jumped to the left but tripped over the mountain goat, which was still standing beside him.

Rashouk raised his clawed hand again, his eyes fixed on the goat, which was paralyzed with fear.

“No!” Tom cried. But he was too late. The Beast’s arm came down, his cruel yellow nails cutting into the goat’s right flank.

The goat did not utter a sound. Instead, its white coat appeared to darken and Tom heard a strange crackling sound, like water freezing over. The goat now stood completely rigid, its eyes never leaving the cave troll. Tom didn’t understand. The goat had survived the attack — why wasn’t it running away?

Then Tom felt his stomach flip over as he saw the goat turn completely gray. He understood the crackling sound now. Rashouk had turned the innocent animal to stone.
Elenna’s voice pulled his gaze from the goat. “Watch out, Tom!”

He looked at Rashouk and saw that the Beast’s arm was raised once more. Tom just managed to roll out of the way as the clawed hand came crashing down, the impact forceful enough to send three cracks shooting across the ground like lightning splitting the sky.

Rashouk gave a roar of a rage. He had struck down so hard, his nails had gotten stuck in the rocky ground.

“The nails,” Tom muttered to himself. “I have to chop them off.”

He charged at the Beast with a furious cry, his sword held ready.

The cave troll ripped his hand free, throwing up earth and large, jagged rocks that went flying in every direction. Some shards of stone bounced off Tom’s body as he ran forward, but he
ignored them. Nothing would stop him from defeating this Beast.

Rashouk’s claws, now free, slashed sideways, swinging so low that Tom had to throw himself to the ground to avoid being scratched. He had no intention of being turned to stone. But that wasn’t the only thing he had to worry about — he had lured the Beast right out of the cave, onto the mountain path, and either one of them could easily fall over the edge.

_But it will not be me_, Tom vowed.

“Get Storm and Silver away,” he called to Elenna as he leaped to his feet.

Tom swung his sword to distract Rashouk as Elenna, dangerously close to the edge of the path, darted around the Beast, and led the stallion and the wolf away from the cave and up a rocky incline to safety.

Tom stood facing Rashouk, keeping one eye on the troll’s deadly nails. The Beast’s fingers twitched and flexed as he sniffed the air. Tom couldn’t understand Rashouk’s thoughts like he could the good Beasts of Avantia, but he understood the troll’s intentions. _He wants to turn me to stone right now._

Tom stood, his shield raised. “Try it,” he said. “I dare you.”

But it wasn’t the Beast’s right arm that moved. It was his left — and Tom gasped as his sword and shield were knocked right out of his hands and clattered to the ground.

_Oh no._

There was no time to reach them. Rashouk’s right arm swung down and Tom dove toward the Beast, ducking beneath his clawed fist to land in a ball at the troll’s feet.

Tom jumped up and wrapped his arms around Rashouk’s wrist, twisting hard. Immediately, the Beast tried to shake Tom off. Rashouk then lifted his arm and slammed it against the side of the mountain, crushing Tom. Dust and pebbles rained down on both of them, making Tom’s eyes water.

But he did not let go. The Beast’s arm was as thick as a small tree, and Tom had to use all his strength to keep his fingers locked together as the cave troll tried to dislodge him.
Roaring in frustration, Rashouk swung his arm left and right, down and up. As Tom’s feet left the ground, he was briefly raised so high that he was sure he could see the whole of Avantia.

The dark sky and the distant scenery blurred and slid past him as Rashouk swung around. Tom let go of the troll’s arm and somersaulted through the air to land on a ledge that jutted out of the mountainside, above the Beast’s head. From this position, Tom slammed his fist into Rashouk’s skull, leaving shallow dents.

_I may not have my sword_, Tom thought, _but I still have the strength of the golden breastplate._

“Come on, Tom!” cried Elenna, from the incline higher up in the mountain. Silver and Storm howled and neighed encouragement.

Rashouk staggered back from Tom’s forceful blows and then reached up to swipe him off the ledge. As the yellow nails came hurtling toward Tom, he slammed his fist into the Beast’s thumbnail — and it came off completely.

Rashouk howled and reeled away in pain while Tom dropped down from the ledge and landed neatly by his fallen sword and shield. One of the deadly nails had been taken care of, but there were still three others.

He scooped up his weapons and turned to face Rashouk once more. He was going to finish this Beast right now.

“For my father!” he cried, racing forward and swinging his sword up at Rashouk’s wounded right hand.

But his blade did not connect with the deadly nails. Instead, it seemed to pass straight through the Ghost Beast.

_Rashouk has taken on his ghostly form_, Tom realized. The Beast began to laugh, and Tom turned to face him again. The troll was still monstrous in size, but now Tom could see right through him. He could see the outline of the mountains and the statue that had once been a live mountain goat. Tom gazed at the Beast, who looked triumphant.

This Quest was far from over.
CHAPTER NINE

WRESTLING A GHOST

RASHOUK SQUATTED ON THE GROUND AND TOM knew the Beast was preparing to charge at him.

Elenna was climbing down from the incline.

“No!” Tom called. “Stay with Storm and Silver.”

Elenna stopped halfway down. “But you need my help!”

“If Storm bolts again, he’ll go right over the edge. We can’t let that happen.”

With a wild roar, Rashouk barreled along the ground at great speed. Tom held up his sword and shield, even though he knew both would be useless against a ghost.

Thunk!

It felt like a stone wall had slammed into Tom, and he was sent tumbling back along the mountain path. Rashouk had shifted into his solid form at the last moment.

Tom got to his feet, tightening his grip on his sword. He saw that Rashouk was once again back in ghostly form. The Beast seemed furious that Tom was showing no fear. With a roar, the
troll charged again. Tom lunged to meet him, slashing at the Beast’s claws.

Tom felt nothing but a rush of cold as he passed straight through the Beast. Then there was a powerful hand on his back. Rashouk — flesh and blood once more — pushed him forward like an arrow from a bow, toward the edge of the mountain path and over the side.

Tom was dimly aware of Elenna screaming as he felt his body plummet downward. With a yell of determination, he stabbed his sword into the mountain rock, burying the blade almost to the hilt. He hung there for a moment, catching his breath as his legs dangled above low-hanging clouds that obscured the ground below.

Relief washed over him. He had survived and could afford a smile — but he would need to come up with a different method of attack if he was going to defeat this Beast.

Tom freed one hand from his sword and swung up to grab at the edge of the mountain path. Yanking the blade out of the rock, he scrambled back up to safety.

Rashouk had his back to Tom. The troll was advancing toward Elenna, who still stood on the incline, bow and arrow raised. Elenna began firing arrows, but it was useless, as Rashouk was in his ghostly form. Tom was certain that the cave troll would soon become solid — and there was no telling what damage he would do to Elenna and his other friends.

Tom stepped toward Rashouk as lightly as he could, hoping the Beast’s hearing was as bad as his eyesight. The troll’s transparent hide began to shimmer. He was becoming real again. This was Tom’s chance!

But Rashouk was ready for him. He spun on his giant heel and swept his arm across the ground, flipping Tom into the air.

Time slowed down as Tom’s body spun and turned. Down below, he could see that Rashouk was readying his deadly hand to scratch him and turn him to stone.

Tom had to strike first.
As he fell, he readied his sword. When Rashouk’s hand came upward, Tom brought the side of his blade hacking down, slicing off two more of Rashouk’s deadly nails. Only the nail on his smallest finger remained intact.

The Beast roared in agony. Elenna loosed three quick arrows at Rashouk, while Tom landed neatly on his feet.

Well done, Elenna, Tom thought. *The Beast is so mad with pain and anger, he doesn’t know who to attack first. He’s not thinking about changing back into ghostly form now. We’ve almost won!*

Rashouk turned to face Elenna. At the same moment, Tom dropped his sword and shield and sprang forward, grabbing the troll’s hand.

Using every ounce of his strength, Tom wrenched the Beast’s arm back and forced the troll to scratch himself with his own jagged yellow nail.

Rashouk screamed as the nail made contact, tearing his gray
skin. Immediately, the Beast fell still and silent. Tom heard a loud crackling sound that bounced off the mountain walls. Rashouk’s whole body stiffened as his hide became a darker shade of gray.

The Beast was turning to stone. His own evil magic had been used against him. The transformation started at his head, bleeding all the way down his neck, his chest, his shoulders, his arms….

*His arms!*

Tom released his grip on the Beast’s wrist just as it hardened to rock.

Rashouk still loomed over him — monstrous, but a statue.

The third Ghost Beast had been defeated.
“WELL DONE, TOM!”

Elenna came down the slope and ran over to him. Storm trotted by her side and Silver circled Tom’s ankles, yelping happily.

“See,” she said. “I was right! It doesn’t matter that you’ve lost some of your special powers. You’re still the bravest person I know.”

Tom picked up his sword and shield. He sheathed the blade. It felt good to put it away for a while. “I have three brave friends,” he said. “I just follow their lead.”

Silver howled happily as if in agreement. Tom patted his head. “Glad you’re all right, boy,” he said. He turned to pet Storm, but saw that his stallion’s eyes were fixed on something beyond Tom’s shoulder.

The statue of the Beast.

“It’s over now, Storm,” Tom whispered. “We’re all safe.”

But Storm reared up and bolted, before either Tom or Elenna could reach out and stop him.
Hooves clattering on the hard ground, Storm pounded toward the statue of Rashouk, not slowing for a second. He skidded to a halt and fiercely kicked the stone cave troll, sending it toppling to the ground.

Tom laughed as Storm cantered back to join them.

“That’ll teach Rashouk for messing with us!” Elenna laughed.

Tom stroked Storm’s flank. “Well done!” he said.

“Should we leave the Beast here?” asked Elenna.

Tom looked closely at the troll’s face, frozen in an expression of rage.

“No,” he told her. “There’s always a chance Malvel could reawaken Rashouk. We can’t take the risk.”

Elenna cautiously touched the stone statue. “What should we do?”

Tom looked beyond the statue, to the empty sky that stretched up from the mountain. “Maybe the Beast should take a little trip.....”

Using the power of his golden breastplate, Tom rolled Rashouk along the ground as easily as if he were an empty barrel. Elenna helped, and soon they had the Beast on the edge of the mountainside.

“Push!” Tom shouted, and they did.

Tom and Elenna watched the statue of Rashouk fall, plunging through the thick clouds and quickly disappearing from sight. They heard the crash and splinter of stone as the statue smashed to the ground below.

Tom suddenly heard the sound of bleating. He looked over to where the mountain goat stood. He was no longer frozen — in fact, he was trotting along the mountain path as if he owned it.

Tom turned to Elenna. “Everything is as it should be.”

“Don’t get too happy,” his friend warned. “We still have to find the missing piece of the amulet.”

“Of course,” Tom said. “Let’s start in the cave —”
Enthusiastic yelping cut him off. He and Elenna turned to see Silver emerge from the cave, a shining piece of metal in his mouth. The excited wolf raced over to them.

“The amulet piece!” cried Tom.

“I didn’t even see Silver go inside!” said Elenna, laughing and ruffling the wolf’s fur as Tom took the fragment from his mouth.

“I don’t think he needs us for instructions anymore,” said Tom. He attached the new piece to the two fragments already on the leather thong around his neck. The amulet was half-complete now. The shining blue enamel in the center looked more impressive, and the odd lines and grooves etched on the back of the amulet pieces somehow looked more detailed and connected. For the first time, Tom could make out what they were.

“Roads,” he breathed. “It’s a map!”

Elenna joined him and looked at the etchings. She frowned. “Doesn’t look like anywhere in Avantia, though,” she said.

“Maybe it’s not Avantia,” Tom replied. “Maybe there are more secrets to this amulet than either Aduro or my father has told us.”

“Another Beast defeated.”

Tom and Elenna both jumped at the sound of a familiar voice beside them. Tom’s father had appeared in his ghostly form.

“Thank you,” Taladon said, with a slight bow. Tom felt his heart leap as he saw the proud smile on his father’s face. “You have restored another part of my strength. I am closer to being real again.”

Tom squared his shoulders. “I promised I would not fail you,” he said.

“And you are keeping your word,” Taladon replied. “I could not have wished for a nobler son.”

“Father,” said Tom, holding up the half-complete amulet. “The backs of the fragments … do they show a map?”

Taladon sighed. “I’m afraid the secrets of the amulet are not mine to reveal,” he said.

Tom almost pushed the point but bit his tongue. The secrets
could wait. For now, the most important thing was bringing back Avantia’s great hero.

“You must head to the Dark Wood,” said Taladon. “You no longer have the power to run incredibly fast, but you must still make haste. There lies your next challenge. The swift and cunning Moon Wolf named Luna.”

Tom felt his face harden. “I don’t care what Malvel puts in my path,” he said. “I’ll defeat all of his Beasts!”

“The very words I hoped to hear,” said Taladon, nodding in approval. “I must depart — but stay brave, and stay loyal to each other. You will prevail.”

With a shimmer, Taladon’s ghostly form evaporated. The sun had come out and was chasing away the rain clouds.

“Of course we’ll prevail!” said Elenna.

Tom smiled at her as he reached out to grasp Storm’s reins. “Come on,” he said. “I can’t wait to get off this mountain!”

The two friends walked Storm slowly back down the winding path, Silver racing ahead. Tom felt tired after his battle with Rashouk, but elated that he was closer to bringing his father back.

Malvel was still wreaking evil across the kingdom. And while that remained true, Tom would never give up fighting.

There were many more adventures waiting for him. And Tom was ready.
Tom’s Quest Continues with...
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Luna
The Moon Wolf

Read a Sneak Peek Here!
A LONG WAY DOWN

A COLD WIND MOANED AS TOM LED THE WAY down the steep, winding mountain path. Silver padded along at his heels, tongue lolling. Behind them, Elenna led Storm over the stony track, taking care to keep away from the edge.

On either side of the path a sheer cliff of rock fell away. Tom glanced down.

“Be careful,” he said. “Take it slowly.”

Silver whined and licked Tom’s hand.

“Don’t worry!” said Elenna. “We don’t want to break our necks, do we, Storm?” She patted the horse’s side. “How will we recognize Luna? Your father didn’t have time to tell us what sort of Beast she is.”

Taladon had visited them after their victory over Rashouk the Cave Troll, to advise them about their next Quest. Tom was always filled with pride when he saw his father. There was just one problem — the Dark Wizard, Malvel, had used his evil magic to turn Taladon into a ghost. If Tom and Elenna were successful in their Quest to recover the pieces of the Amulet of Avantia and break Malvel’s evil spell, they would return Taladon to the land of the living. And while there’s blood in my veins, Tom thought to himself, I won’t give up. No matter how dangerous it gets.

“He warned us we should try to meet Luna only in daylight, didn’t he?” Tom said. “Maybe that’s a clue.”

They rounded a bend in the path and a view of the Forbidden Land opened before them. It was gray, bare, and featureless. Tom shuddered. There was nothing but dusty rocks, dry fields, and dead trees as far as he could see.

Silver whimpered.
“Nice, isn’t it?” said Tom. “No wonder King Hugo forbids his subjects to come here!”

Elenna laughed. “He needn’t bother! No one would come here unless they really had to.”

“Let’s stop a minute and see if we can get our bearings,” said Tom. They had been walking all morning and needed to rest anyway. He took his flask from Storm’s saddlebag and gave it to Elenna. She took a swig; then Tom took a long drink. He poured some of the water into a hollowed-out rock for Silver and Storm, who lapped it up gratefully.

Tom held out both his hands. “Map!” he called in a loud, commanding voice.
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TOM

PREFERRED WEAPONS: Sword and magic shield

ALSO CARRIES: Destiny compass, jewel belt, and ghost map

SPECIAL SKILLS: Over the course of his Quest, Tom has gained many special items for his shield, giving him protection from fire, water, cold, and falling from heights, extra speed in battle, and magic healing ability. He also has the powers he gained from the golden armor, giving him incredible sight, courage, strength, endurance, sword skills, and energy.
ELENNA

PREFERRED WEAPON: Bow & arrow

ALSO CARRIES: Nothing. Between her bow and her wolf, Silver, Elenna doesn’t need anything else!

SPECIAL SKILLS: Not only is Elenna an expert hunter, she is also knowledgeable about boats and water. But most important, she can think quickly in tight spots, which has helped Tom more than once!

STORM
Tom’s horse, a gift from King Hugo. Storm’s good instincts and speed have helped Tom and Elenna from the very beginning.

SILVER

Elenna’s tame wolf and constant companion. Not only is Silver good to have on their side in a fight, but the wolf can also help Tom and Elenna find food when they’re hungry.
ADURO

The good wizard of Avantia and one of Tom’s closest allies. Aduro has helped Tom many times, but when Aduro was captured by Malvel, Tom was able to repay the wizard by rescuing him.

MALVEL

Tom’s enemy, determined to enslave the Beasts of Avantia and
defeat Tom. This evil wizard rules over Gorgonia, the Dark Realm. If he is near, danger is sure to follow.
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